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of hopeful expectancy, as the case might be, among all the nations
round about whose positions had been respectively worsened or
improved in the Peace Settlement by which the titan's recent military
overthrow had been followed. In all these quarters, the resurrection
of the Power whose temporary prostration had made the Peace Settle-
ment possible inevitably raised the question whether, once the titan
was on his feet again, the settlement could be expected to endure.
And, even in detail, the motions of revolutionary France in 1830,
and the emotions evoked, in reaction, in the hearts and minds of all
the neighbours of la grande nation of the day, display a remarkable
similarity to the motions of revolutionary Germany in 1933 and to
the reactions abroad which these German alarums and excursions
evoked among the neighbours of a nation which, even within the
Versailles frontiers, was half as strong again in numbers as any one
of the three next largest nations on the post-war map of twentieth-
century Europe.
In 1830, the state of Belgium—in revolt against the union with
Holland which had been imposed upon her, for the convenience of
the victors, in 1815—was not unlike the state of an Austria in revolt,
in 1933, against an enforced isolation. In both cases, it was question-
able whether a little country, which had been a victim of the arbitrary
artificiality of the Peace Settlement, were genuinely capable of
permanent sovereign independence. In both cases, this country
whose future was in doubt was the immediate neighbour of the con-
valescent titan, and was linked with him by the tie of a common
language. In both cases, the titan was tempted to re-assert his
prestige as a Great Power, and to compensate himself for post-war
losses in other directions, by taking the foundling under his wing.
And in both cases the foundling happened to occupy so important
a strategic position in Europe that either the reunion of Belgium with
France in 1830 or the Anschluss of Austria to Germany in 1933 would
be tantamount, in the eyes of the ci-devant victors, to an overthrow
of the recently established balance of power. In both cases, accord-
ingly, the motion made by the ci-devant defeated Power, at the
moment of its recuperation, to enlarge its borders in this way, in
defiance of the rest of the World, raised the spectre of war and brought
the defiant Power into an invidious position of diplomatic isolation
to which it retorted by melodramatic gestures. The milder demarches
of Louis Philippe in 1830 corresponded psychologically to Herr
Hitler's gesture, in 1933, of withdrawing from the World Disarma-
ment Conference and seceding from the League of Nations. Even
the French policy, in 'the eighteen-tbirties', of coquetting with
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